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Abstract

Let (S,m) be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field
and let a be an ideal of S. We prove that if depthS/a > 3, then the cohomological
dimension cd(S, a) of a is less than or equal to n − 3. This settles a conjecture of
Varbaro for such an S. We also show, under the assumption that S has an algebraically
closed residue field of characteristic zero, that if depthS/a > 4, then cd(S, a) 6 n− 4 if

and only if the local Picard group of the completion Ŝ/a is torsion. We give a number
of applications, including a vanishing result on Lyubeznik’s numbers, and sharp bounds
on the cohomological dimension of ideals whose quotients satisfy good depth conditions
such as Serre’s conditions (Si).

1. Introduction

Local cohomology was introduced by Grothendieck in the early 1960s and has since become a
fundamental tool in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry. It is important to know when
local cohomology vanishes. Let S be a Noetherian local ring and a be an ideal of S. Then the
cohomological dimension cd(S, a) of a in S is defined by

cd(S, a) = sup{i ∈ Z>0 | H i
a(M) 6= 0 for some S-module M}.

This invariant has been studied by many authors including Hartshorne [Har68], Ogus [Ogu73],
Peskine and Szpiro [PS73], Huneke and Lyubeznik [HL90], Lyubeznik [Lyu93], Varbaro [Var13],
etc. It follows from a classical vanishing theorem of Grothendieck that cd(S, a) is less than or
equal to the dimension of S. A natural question to ask is under what conditions one can obtain
a better upper bound on cd(S, a). In this paper, we assume that S is an n-dimensional regular
local ring containing a field and investigate the relationship between cd(S, a) and the depth of
S/a.

The first result of this type is that if depthS/a > 1, then cd(S, a) 6 n − 1, which is
an immediate consequence of the Hartshorne–Lichtenbaum vanishing theorem [Har68]. It also
follows from results of Ogus [Ogu73] and Peskine and Szpiro [PS73] (see also [HL90]) that if
depthS/a > 2, then cd(S, a) 6 n− 2. In fact, Peskine and Szpiro proved a more general result in
positive characteristic: if S is a regular local ring of characteristic p > 0 and if depthS/a > i, then
cd(S, a) 6 n − i. One might expect that an analogous result holds in equal characteristic zero,
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Depth and cohomological dimension

but there exists a class of examples where S is a localization of a polynomial ring over a field of
characteristic zero, depthS/a > 4 and cd(S, a) = n− 3 (see Example 2.11). On the other hand,
Varbaro [Var13] proved that if b is a homogeneous ideal of a polynomial ring T = k[x1, . . . , xn]
over a field k and if depthT/b > 3, then cd(T, b) 6 n−3. He conjectured that a similar statement
holds in a local setting.

Conjecture 1.1. Let S be an n-dimensional regular local ring containing a field and let a be
an ideal of S. If depthS/a > 3, then cd(S, a) 6 n− 3.

Motivated by the above conjecture, we consider a necessary and sufficient condition for
cd(S, a) to be less than n− 2 when S is a regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field
of characteristic zero. The following is our main result.

Theorem 1.2 (cf. Theorem 2.4). Let (S,m, k) be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially
of finite type over a field of characteristic zero with residue field k algebraically closed. Let a be
an ideal of S and set R = S/a. Suppose that depthR > 2 and H2

m(R) is a k-vector space. Then

cd(S, a) 6 n − 3 if and only if the torsion subgroup of Pic(Spec R̂\{mR̂}) is finitely generated,
where R̂ is the mR-adic completion of R.

We note that an analogous statement does not hold in positive characteristic (see
Remark 2.5). Also, the assumption on H2

m(R) cannot be removed (see Example 2.6). As a
corollary of Theorem 1.2, we give an affirmative answer to Conjecture 1.1 when S is essentially
of finite type over a field (Corollary 2.8).

We also study the case where depthS/a > 4. In this case, as mentioned above, cd(S, a) is
not necessarily less than n − 3. We give a necessary and sufficient condition for cd(S, a) to be
less than n− 3 in a form similar to that of Theorem 1.2.

Theorem 1.3 (cf. Theorem 2.9). Let the notation be the same as that used in Theorem 1.2,
and suppose that depthR > 4. Then cd(S, a) 6 n−4 if and only if Pic(Spec R̂\{mR̂}) is torsion.

We have several applications of our results. We obtain vanishing results of the Lyubeznik
numbers λi,j(R), numerical invariants of a Noetherian local ring R containing a field introduced
by Lyubeznik [Lyu93] (see Definition 3.1). In particular, we prove that if R is a d-dimensional
local ring essentially of finite type over a field satisfying Serre’s condition (S3), then λd−1,d(R) = 0
(Proposition 3.3). We also have an extension of a recent result by Katzman et al. [KLZ14] which
in turn extended the classical result of Hartshorne on connectedness of the punctured spectrum
(Proposition 3.6). Finally, we give sharp bounds on cohomological dimension of ideals whose
quotients satisfy good depth conditions such as Serre’s conditions (Si).

Theorem 1.4 (= Theorem 3.8). Let S be an n-dimensional regular local ring containing a field
and let a ⊂ S be an ideal of height c.

(1) If S/a satisfies Serre’s condition (S2) and dimS/a > 1, then

cd(S, a) 6 n− 1−
⌊
n− 2

c

⌋
.

(2) Suppose that S is essentially of finite type over a field. If S/a satisfies Serre’s condition (S3)
and dimS/a > 2, then

cd(S, a) 6 n− 2−
⌊
n− 3

c

⌋
.
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Such results partly answer a question raised in [Hun92, Question 2.5].
In this paper, all rings are Noetherian commutative rings with unity and C is the field of

complex numbers. When discussing the completion of a local ring (R,m), we will mean the
m-adic completion of R. We denote the completion of R by R̂ and the completion of the strict

henselization of the completion of R by (̂R̂)sh.

2. Main results on cohomological dimension

First we recall the notion of local Picard groups.

Definition 2.1. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring. The local Picard group Picloc(R) of R
is the Picard group Pic(SpecR\{m}) of the punctured spectrum of R. The étale-local Picard
group Picét-loc(R) of R is the Picard group Pic(SpecRh\{mRh}) of the punctured spectrum of
the henselization Rh of R.

Remark 2.2. If (R,m) is a Noetherian local k-algebra of depth > 2 and with residue field k, then
Picét-loc(R) is isomorphic to Pic(Spec R̂\{mR̂}) by [Bou78, ch. II Corollaire 7.2].

Next we show that ‘Lefschetz principle’ holds for étale-local Picard groups.

Lemma 2.3. Let L/K be an extension of algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero. Pick
polynomials g1, . . . , gs ∈ (x1, . . . , xn)K[x1, . . . , xn], and denote

(Am,mAm) = K[x1, . . . , xn](x1,...,xn)/(g1, . . . , gs),

(Bn, nBn) = L[x1, . . . , xn](x1,...,xn)/(g1, . . . , gs).

We suppose that depthAm > 2 and H2
mAm

(Am) is a finite-dimensional K-vector space.

(1) The torsion subgroup of Picét-loc(Am) is isomorphic to that of Picét-loc(Bn).

(2) If depthAm > 3, then Picét-loc(Am) ∼= Picét-loc(Bn).

Proof. Part (2) immediately follows from [Bou78, ch. III Proposition 2.10], so we will only
prove (1). Let A = K[x1, . . . , xn]/(g1, . . . , gs) and B = L[x1, . . . , xn]/(g1, . . . , gs). Let xA ∈
SpecA (respectively xB ∈ SpecB) be the closed point corresponding to the maximal ideal
m := (x1, . . . , xn) (respectively n := (x1, . . . , xn)), and denote UA = SpecA\{xA} (respectively
UB = SpecB\{xB}).

Claim. For all integers j and n > 1, there exists a natural isomorphism

Hj(UA ⊗A Ah
m, µn) ∼= Hj(UB ⊗B Bh

n , µn),

where Ah
m (respectively Bh

n ) is the (strict) henselization of Am (respectively Bn).

Proof of Claim. We may reduce to the case where L is the algebraic closure of a rational function
field K(t1, . . . , tm) over K. Let C = K[t1, . . . , tm, x1, . . . , xn]/(g1, . . . , gs) and UC = AmK ×SpecK

UA = SpecC\V (x1, . . . , xn). We denote by xC ∈ SpecC the point corresponding to the prime
ideal (x1, . . . , xn) and by xC the geometric point over xC corresponding to L. By the smooth
base change theorem for étale cohomology, one has

(RjiC∗f
∗µn)xC

∼= (f∗RjiA∗µn)xC ,
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where f : SpecC → SpecA is a natural map and iA : UA ↪→ SpecA (respectively iC : UC ↪→
SpecC) is a natural inclusion. Note that the strict henselization of SpecC at xC is isomorphic

to SpecBh
n and that of SpecA at xC → SpecC

f−→ SpecA is isomorphic to SpecAh
m. Thus,

(RjiC∗f
∗µn)xC

∼= Hj(UC ⊗C Bh
n , µn) ∼= Hj(UB ⊗B Bh

n , µn),

(f∗RjiA∗µn)xC
∼= Hj(UA ⊗A Ah

m, µn),

so we obtain the assertion. 2

By virtue of [Bou78, ch. II Théorème 7.8], the local Picard scheme Picloc
Am/K

of Am over K

and the local Picard scheme Picloc
Bn/L

of Bn over L exist (see [Bou78, ch. II] for the definition

of local Picard schemes). It then follows from the proof of [Bou78, ch. III Proposition 2.7] that
Picloc

Bn/L
∼= Picloc

Am/K
⊗K L. Since L and K are algebraically closed fields, one has a natural

inclusion
Picét-loc(Am) ∼= Picloc

Am/K
(K) ↪→ Picloc

Bn/L
(L) ∼= Picét-loc(Bn).

Applying the above claim to the Kummer sequence, we see that this inclusion of local Picard
groups induces an isomorphism of n-torsion subgroups

nPicét-loc(Am) ∼= nPicét-loc(Bn)

for all integers n > 1, because Picét-loc(Am) = Pic(UA ⊗A Ah
m) (respectively Picét-loc(Bn) =

Pic(UB ⊗B Bh
n )). This means that the torsion subgroup of Picét-loc(Am) is isomorphic to that of

Picét-loc(Bn). 2

Now we state one of the main results of this paper. Example 2.6 demonstrates that the
assumptions of Theorem 2.4 are optimal.

Theorem 2.4. Let (S,m) be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially of finite type over a
field of characteristic zero and let a be an ideal of S. Suppose that depthS/a > 2 and H2

m(S/a) is

an S/m-vector space. Then cd(S, a) 6 n−3 if and only if the torsion subgroup of Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh)
is finitely generated.

Proof. Let k be the residue field of S, and denote by k the algebraic closure of k. Fix a nonzero
element f ∈ a ∩ m2. By [Dut00, Theorem 1.3], we can find a regular local ring (T0,mT0) with
residue field k and an element g ∈ T0 such that: (1) T0 is the localization of a polynomial ring at
a maximal ideal, and (2) T0 ⊂ S is a faithfully flat extension which induces an isomorphism
T0/(g) ∼= S/(f). Let φ : T0 → T0/(g) → S/(f) be a ring homomorphism induced by the
isomorphism in (2) and let aT0 be the ideal φ−1(aS/(f)) ⊂ T0. Then T0/aT0

∼= S/a. Let (T,mT )
be a faithfully flat extension of T0 obtained by localizing the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn] at
a maximal ideal lying over mT0 , and set aT = aT0T . Then cd(S, a) = cd(T0, aT0) = cd(T, aT ).
Since the completion of the strict henselization of the completion of S/a is isomorphic to the

completion of T/aT , one has Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) ∼= Picét-loc(T/aT ). Therefore, it is enough to show
that cd(T, aT ) 6 n− 3 if and only if the torsion subgroup of Picét-loc(T/aT ) is finitely generated.
It is easy to see that depthT/aT > 2 and H2

mT
(T/aT ) is a T/mT -vector space, so we may assume

that S is the localization of the polynomial ring k[x1, . . . , xn] at the maximal ideal (x1, . . . , xn).

We remark that Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) ∼= Picét-loc(S/a) in this case.
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Consider the subfield k′ of k obtained by adjoining to Q all the coefficients of a set of
generators f1, . . . , fr of a. By a standard argument, there exists a subfield of C isomorphic to
k′, so the algebraic closure k′ of k′ can be embedded in C. Since the fi are defined over k′,
set (Sk′ ,mk′) = k′[x1, . . . , xn](x1,...,xn) and ak′ = (f1, . . . , fr)Sk′ . Similarly, set (SC,mC) =
C[x1, . . . , xn](x1,...,xn) and aC = (f1, . . . , fr)SC. Then cd(SC, aC) = cd(Sk′ , ak′) = cd(S, a) and
depthSC/aC = depthSk′/ak′ = depthS/a > 2. Also, it is easy to check that H2

mC(SC/aC) is
a C-vector space. Thus, we can reduce the problem to the case where k = C with the aid of
Lemma 2.3.

From now on, we consider the case where S = C[x1, . . . , xn](x1,...,xn). Since depthS/a > 2, we
know from [Ogu73, Corollary 2.11] that cd(S, a) 6 n− 2. Therefore, cd(S, a) 6 n− 3 if and only
if Hn−2

a (S) = 0.

Claim. We claim that Hn−2
a (S) is supported only at the maximal ideal m.

Proof of Claim. We may assume that S is a complete regular local ring for the purpose of

proving the claim. We will show that Hn−2
aSp

(Sp) = 0 for all prime ideals p of height n− 1. By the

second vanishing theorem [Ogu73, Corollary 2.11], it is enough to show that depthSp/aSp > 2
for all prime ideals p of height n − 1 containing a. Since H2

m(S/a) is an S/m-vector space,

Extn−2
S (S/a, S) is also an S/m-vector space by local duality. Similarly, since depthS/a > 2, we

see by local duality that Extn−1
S (S/a, S) = 0. Thus, Extn−2

Sp
(Sp/aSp, Sp) = Extn−1

Sp
(Sp/aSp, Sp) = 0

for all prime ideals p of height n− 1. Applying local duality again, one has that H1
pSp

(Sp/aSp) =

H0
pSp

(Sp/aSp) = 0. 2

Let f1, . . . , fr ∈ (x1, . . . , xn)C[x1, . . . , xn] be a set of generators of a and X be the closed
subscheme of Cn defined by the fi. If x ∈ X denotes the origin of Cn, then OX,x ∼= S/a. It follows
from [Ogu73, Theorem 2.8] and the above claim that the vanishing ofHn−2

a (S) is equivalent to the

vanishing of the local de Rham cohomology H2
{x},dR(Spec ÔX,x), where ÔX,x is the completion of

OX,x. This local de Rham cohomology is isomorphic to the relative singular cohomology H2(Xan,
(X\{x})an;C) by [Har75, ch. III Proposition 3.1, ch. IV Theorem 1.1]. Since the homology groups
of a complex quasi-projective scheme (with coefficients in Z) are all finitely generated by [Dim92,
ch. 1, (6.10)], the relative homology Hi(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) is also finitely generated for all i. It
then follows from the universal coefficient theorem that

H2(Xan, (X\{x})an;C) ∼= H2(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z)⊗ C.

Thus, Hn−2
a (S) = 0 if and only if H2(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) is torsion. We will show that H2(Xan,

(X\{x})an;Z) is torsion if and only if the torsion subgroup of Picét-loc(S/a) is finitely generated.
Let U ⊂ X be a contractible Stein open neighborhood of x. It follows from the excision

theorem [BS76, ch. II Lemma 1.1] that for each i ∈ N,

H i+1(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) ∼= H i+1(U,U\{x};Z) ∼= H i(U\{x},Z),

H i+1
{x} (Xan,OXan) ∼= H i+1

{x} (U,OU ) ∼= H i(U\{x},OU ).

First we consider the commutative diagram

H0(U,O×U ) //

ρ×
U,U\{x}

��

H0(U,OU )

ρ
U,U\{x}
��

H0(U\{x},O×U ) // H0(U\{x},OU )
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where the vertical maps are the restriction maps of sections and the horizontal maps are injections

induced by the inclusion of sheavesO×U ↪→OU . Note that the restriction map ρU,U\{x} is surjective

by [BS76, ch. II Theorem 3.6], because depthOU,x > 2. Let s ∈ H0(U\{x},O×U ) ⊆ H0(U\{x},
OU ). Since ρU,U\{x} is surjective, there exists an extension ŝ ∈ H0(U,OU ) of s that does not

vanish on U\{x}. If ŝ is not in H0(U,O×U ), then ŝ(x) = 0, which implies that dimx U 6 1.

This contradicts the assumption that depthOU,x > 2. Thus, ŝ ∈ H0(X,O×X), that is, ρ×U,U\{x} is

surjective.

Next we consider the following commutative diagram with exact rows, induced by the

exponential sequence.1

H0(U,OU ) //

ρU,U\{x}
��

H0(U,O×U ) //

ρ×
U,U\{x}
��

H1(U,Z)

��
H0(U\{x},OU ) // H0(U\{x},O×U ) // H1(U\{x},Z) // H1(U\{x},OU )

Since U is contractible, the map H0(U,OU ) → H0(U,O×U ) is surjective. Combining with the

surjectivity of ρ×U,U\{x}, we see that H0(U\{x},OU ) → H0(U\{x},O×U ) is also surjective, which

is equivalent to saying that H1(U\{x},Z) → H1(U\{x},OU ) is injective. Therefore, we obtain

the following exact sequence from the exponential sequence

0 → H1(U\{x},Z) → H1(U\{x},OU ) → H1(U\{x},O×U ) → H2(U\{x},Z).

We then use the fact that the étale-local Picard group Picét-loc(S/a) is isomorphic to the direct

limit of Pic(U\{x},O×U ) as U ⊂ X runs through all analytic open neighborhoods of x, which

follows from [Bou78, ch. III Proposition 3.2] and the proof of [Bou78, ch. III Proposition 3.6].

Taking the direct limit of the above exact sequence, we have the exact sequence

0 → H2(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) → H2
{x}(Xan,OXan) → Picét-loc(S/a) → H3(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z).

Note that H2
{x}(Xan,OXan) is a C-vector space. If H2(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) is not torsion, then

Picét-loc(S/a) contains Q/Z, an infinitely generated torsion group. Conversely, if H2(Xan,

(X\{x})an;Z) is torsion, then it has to be zero, and the torsion subgroup of Picét-loc(S/a)

is isomorphic to a subgroup of H3(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z), which is finitely generated. Thus, we

complete the proof of Theorem 2.4. 2

Remark 2.5. An analogous statement to Theorem 2.4 does not hold in positive characteristic. For

example, let E be a supersingular elliptic curve in the projective plane P2 over an algebraically

closed field k of characteristic p > 0 and let (R,m) be the localization of the affine cone over

E×E at the unique homogeneous maximal ideal. We easily see that depthR = 2 and the natural

Frobenius action on H2
m(R) is nilpotent, because E is a supersingular elliptic curve. Since R has

embedding dimension 9, let S = k[x1, . . . , x9](x1,...,x9) and a be the kernel of the natural surjection

1 The exponential sequence 0 → Z ×2π
√
−1−−−−−→ OX

e−→ O×X → 1 exists on any (even non-reduced) complex analytic
space X, where e is defined as follows: if f ∈ OX is locally represented as the restriction of a holomorphic function

f̃ on a complex manifold M , then e(f) = e2π
√
−1f̃ |X . It is easy to check its well-definedness and the exactness of

the exponential sequence.
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S → R. Since H0
m(R) = H1

m(R) = 0 and the Frobenius action on H2
m(R) is nilpotent, it follows

from [Lyu06, Corollary 3.2] that H9
a (S) = H8

a (S) = H7
a (S) = 0, that is, cd(S, a) = 6, as the height

of a is equal to 6.
On the other hand, since R is a normal isolated singularity, one has an inclusion

Pic(E × E)/Z ∼= Cl(R) ↪→ Cl(R̂) ∼= Picloc(R̂),

where the last isomorphism follows from [Fos73, Proposition 18.10]. Thus, the torsion subgroup of

Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) = Picloc(R̂) is not finitely generated, because the torsion subgroup of the Picard
group of the abelian variety E × E is not finitely generated.

Example 2.6. In Theorem 2.4, the assumption on H2
m(R) cannot be removed. Let S = C[x,

y, u, v, w](x,y,u,v,w) and (R,m) = S/a where a = (x, y) ∩ (u, v). Then depthR = 2 but H2
m(R)

does not have finite length. If it did, then local duality would imply that depthRp > 2, where
p = (x, y, u, v). Since Rp has disconnected punctured spectrum, this is a contradiction. On the

other hand, Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) = Picloc(R̂) = Z (the proof is the same as that of [Kol14, Examples
28 and 29], or see [Har94, Example 5.3]). However, since a is a square-free monomial ideal,
cd(S, a) = pdS R = 5 − 2. Thus, the conclusion of Theorem 2.4 does not hold if we remove the
condition that H2

m(R) has finite length.

Proposition 2.7 (cf. [Kol13, Lemma 8]). Let (S,m) be an n-dimensional regular local ring
essentially of finite type over a field of characteristic zero and let a be an ideal of S. If

depthS/a > 3, then Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) is finitely generated.

Proof. We use the same strategy as the proof of Theorem 2.4. We may assume that S = C[x1,
. . . , xn](x1,...,xn). Let x ∈ X be a closed point of an affine scheme X of finite type over C such
that OX,x ∼= S/a. The exponential sequence then induces the exact sequence

H2(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) → H2
{x}(Xan,OXan) → Picloc(Ŝ/a) → H3(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z).

If depthS/a > 3, then we see that H2
{x}(Xan,OXan) vanishes and then Picloc(Ŝ/a) is isomorphic

to a subgroup of H3(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z). Thus, Picloc(Ŝ/a) is finitely generated. 2

Corollary 2.8. Let (S,m) be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially of finite type over
a field. If a is an ideal of S such that depthS/a > 3, then cd(S, a) 6 n− 3.

Proof. The positive characteristic case follows from a result of Peskine and Szpiro [PS73] and
the characteristic zero case follows from Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 2.7. 2

When depthS/a > 4, the cohomological dimension cd(S, a) is not necessarily less than n− 3
(see Example 2.11). Next, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for cd(S, a) to be less
than n− 3 in terms of the local Picard group of the completion of the strict henselization of the
completion of S/a.

Theorem 2.9. Let (S,m) be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially of finite type over a
field of characteristic zero and let a be an ideal of S such that depthS/a> 4. Then cd(S, a) 6 n−4

if and only if Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) is torsion.
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Proof. We use the same strategy as the proof of Theorem 2.4 again. We may assume that
S = C[x1, . . . , xn](x1,...,xn). Note that H i

a(S) = 0 for all i > n − 2 by Corollary 2.8. We also
see from an argument analogous to the claim in the proof of Theorem 2.4 that Hn−3

a (S) is
supported only at the maximal ideal m. Let x ∈ X be a closed point of an affine scheme X of
finite type over C such that OX,x ∼= S/a. The vanishing of Hn−3

a (S) is equivalent to saying that
the relative singular cohomology H3(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) is torsion. We will show that H3(Xan,
(X\{x})an;Z) ∼= Picét-loc(S/a).

Let U ⊂ X be a contractible Stein open neighborhood of x. It follows from the excision
theorem and the contractibility of U that

H3(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z) ∼= H3(U,U\{x};Z) ∼= H2(U\{x},Z).

Also, since depthOU,x > 4 and U is Stein, one has H i(U\{x},OU )∼=H i+1
{x} (U,OU ) = 0 for i = 1, 2.

Then the exponential sequence induces the following exact sequence.

0 = H1(U\{x},OU ) → H1(U\{x},O×U ) → H2(U\{x},Z) → H2(U\{x},OU ) = 0.

In other words, H1(U\{x},O×U ) ∼= H2(U\{x},Z). Thus, we can conclude that

Picét-loc(S/a) ∼= lim−→
U3x

H1(U\{x},O×U ) ∼= lim−→
U3x

H2(U\{x},Z) ∼= H3(Xan, (X\{x})an;Z). 2

The following corollary is immediate from Corollary 2.8 and Theorem 2.9.

Corollary 2.10. Let (S,m) be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially of finite type
over a field of characteristic zero and let a be an ideal of S such that depthS/a > 4. Then

cd(S, a) = n− 3 if and only if Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) is not torsion.

Example 2.11. Let A and B be standard graded Cohen–Macaulay normal domains over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Suppose that dimA > 3, dimB > 2, and the
a-invariants of A and B are both negative. Let R = A#B be the Segre product of A and B. We
write R = T/a using the standard embedding, where T is a standard graded polynomial ring
with unique homogeneous maximal ideal m. Let S = Tm. Then cd(S, a) = dimS − 3.

To prove this, we just need to verify the conditions of Corollary 2.10. We know that dimR =
dimA+dimB−1 > 4 and R is a Cohen–Macaulay normal domain (see [GW78, Theorem 4.2.3]).
Let U = ProjA, V = ProjB and X = ProjR. Then Pic(X) = Pic(U)×Pic(V ) has rank at least 2.
For this we need the assumption that A has depth at least 3 [Har77, Exercise III.12.6]. Since R
is normal, there exists the exact sequence (see [Har77, Exercise II.6.3])

0 → Z → Cl(X) → Cl(SpecR\{mR}) → 0,

which induces an exact sequence of Picard groups

0 → Z → Pic(X) → Pic(SpecR\{mR}) → 0.

It then follows that Picloc(
̂

(Ŝ/a)sh) = Picloc(Ŝ/a) has positive rank. Thus cd(S, a) = dimS − 3.
For instance, when A and B are polynomial rings of dimension m,n, respectively, we see

that a is generated by 2× 2 minors of the m× n matrix of indeterminates, and it is well known
that in such a case cd(S, a) = mn− 3 (see for example [BV88, Remark 7.12]).
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3. Applications

In this section, we give a number of applications of the results in § 2. First, we recall the definition
of Lyubeznik numbers.

Definition 3.1 [Lyu93, Definition 4.1]. Let R be a Noetherian local ring that admits a
surjection from an n-dimensional regular local ring (S,m) of equal characteristic. Let a ⊂ S be
the kernel of the surjection and let k = S/m be the residue field of S. Then for each 0 6 i, j 6 n,
the Lyubeznik number λi,j(R) is defined by

λi,j(R) = dimk(ExtiS(k,Hn−j
a (S))).

It is known that the λi,j(R) are all finite and independent of the choice of the surjection S → R.

As an application of Corollary 2.8, we obtain vanishing results of Lyubeznik numbers.

Proposition 3.2. Let R be a local ring essentially of finite type over a field. Then for all
j < depthR, one has

λj−2,j(R) = λj−1,j(R) = λj,j(R) = 0.

Proof. Let S be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field and a be
an ideal of S such that S/a ∼= R. Since the injective dimension of Hn−j

a (S) is less than or equal
to the dimension of the support of Hn−j

a (S) by [Lyu93, Corollary 3.6(b)], we will show that

dim Supp(Hn−j
a (S)) 6 j − 3

for all 0 6 j < depthS/a (here we use the convention that the dimension of the empty set is
−∞). To check this, it is enough to show that Hn−j

aSp
(Sp) = 0 for all 0 6 j < depthS/a and for all

prime ideals p of height h 6 n− j+ 2. If j = 0, then Hn
a (S) = 0 by the Lichtenbaum–Hartshorne

vanishing theorem [Har68]. If j = 1, then Hn−1
a (S) = 0 by the second vanishing theorem [Ogu73,

PS73]. Thus, we may assume that j > 2 and h = n− j + 2.

Since depthS/a > j > 2, we have Hj
m(S/a) = Hj−1

m (S/a) = Hj−2
m (S/a) = 0. Local duality

over S yields that Extn−jS (S/a, S) = Extn−j+1
S (S/a, S) = Extn−j+2

S (S/a, S) = 0. In particular,

Extn−jSp
(Sp/aSp, Sp) = Extn−j+1

Sp
(Sp/aSp, Sp) = Extn−j+2

Sp
(Sp/aSp, Sp) = 0. Then local duality over

the (n− j + 2)-dimensional regular local ring Sp yields that

H2
pSp

(Sp/aSp) = H1
pSp

(Sp/aSp) = H0
pSp

(Sp/aSp) = 0,

that is, depthSp/aSp > 3. We therefore conclude from Corollary 2.8 that Hn−j
aSp

(Sp) = 0. 2

The following proposition comes from a discussion with Matteo Varbaro, whom we thank.

Proposition 3.3. Let R be a d-dimensional local ring essentially of finite type over a field. If
R satisfies Serre’s condition (S3), then λd−1,d(R) = 0.

Proof. Let (S,m) be an n-dimensional regular local ring essentially of finite type over a field and
a be an ideal of S such that S/a ∼= R. We use the Grothendieck spectral sequence

Ep,q2 = Hp
m(Hq

a (S)) =⇒ Ep+q = Hp+q
m (S).

Since Ed−1,n−d
2 is an injective S-module by [Lyu93, Corollary 3.6(a)], it is isomorphic to the direct

sum of λd−1,d(R) copies of the injective hull ES(S/m) of the residue field of S. In particular, the

vanishing of λd−1,d(R) is equivalent to saying that Ed−1,n−d
2 = 0.
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Claim. We claim that Ed−r−1,n−d+r−1
2 = 0 for all r > 2.

Proof of Claim. We may assume that d > 3 and r 6 d + 1. Since the injective dimension of
Hn−d+r−1

a (S) is less than or equal to the dimension of the support of Hn−d+r−1
a (S) by [Lyu93,

Corollary 3.6(b)], it suffices to show that

dim Supp(Hn−d+r−1
a (S)) 6 d− r − 2.

In other words, we will show thatHn−d+r−1
aSp

(Sp) = 0 for all prime ideals p of height h6 n−d+r+1.

Note that Hn
a (S) = Hn−1

a (S) = 0 by the Lichtenbaum–Hartshorne vanishing theorem [Har68]
and the second vanishing theorem [Ogu73, PS73]. Therefore, we only consider the case where
r 6 d − 1 and h = n − d + r + 1. In this case, depthSp/aSp > 3 by assumption. Applying
Corollary 2.8 to the (n−d+ r+ 1)-dimensional local ring Sp, we see that Hn−d+r−1

aSp
(Sp) = 0. 2

On the other hand, it is easy to see that Ed+r−1,n−d−r+1
2 = 0 for all r > 2. Combining this

with the above claim, we conclude that

Ed−1,n−d
2

∼= Ed−1,n−d
3

∼= · · · ∼= Ed−1,n−d
∞ = 0,

where the last equality follows from the fact that En−1 = Hn−1
m (S) = 0. 2

Remark 3.4. Let R be an excellent local ring containing a field (but not necessarily essentially of
finite type over a field). If R is an isolated singularity, then making use of Artin’s algebraization
theorem [Art69, Theorem 3.8], we still have the same vanishing results as Propositions 3.2 and 3.3.

Next, we prove an extension of a recent result by Katzman et al. [KLZ14] which in turn
extended the classical result of Hartshorne on connectedness of the punctured spectrum.

Definition 3.5 [KLZ14, Definition 1.1]. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring and let p1, . . . , pm
be the minimal primes of R. The simplicial complex ∆(R) associated to R is a simplicial complex
on the vertices 1, . . . ,m such that a simplex {i0, . . . , is} is included in ∆(R) if and only if
pi0 + · · ·+ pis is not m-primary.

Proposition 3.6. Let (R,m, k) be a local ring essentially of finite type over a field with residue
field k separably closed. If depthR > 3, then

H̃0(∆(R̂); k) = H̃1(∆(R̂); k) = 0,

where the H̃i(∆(R̂); k) are the reduced singular homology of ∆(R̂).

Proof. It follows from a very similar argument to the proof of [KLZ14, Theorem 1.2], together
with Corollary 2.8. 2

Finally, we note some consequences of our results combined with the key induction
theorem [HL90, Theorem 2.5]. We start with a reinterpretation of this theorem which is more
convenient for our use.

Theorem 3.7 (Huneke and Lyubeznik). Let (S,m) be a d-dimensional regular local ring
containing a field and let a ⊂ S be an ideal of pure height c. Let f : N → N be a non-decreasing
function. Assume there exist integers l′ > l > c such that:
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(1) f(l) > c;

(2) cd(Sp, ap) 6 f(l′ + 1)− c+ 1 for all prime ideals p ⊃ a with ht p 6 l − 1;

(3) cd(Sp, ap) 6 f(ht p) for all prime ideals p ⊃ a with l 6 ht p 6 l′;

(4) f(r − s− 1) 6 f(r)− s for every r > l′ + 1 and every c− 1 > s > 1.

Then cd(S, a) 6 f(d) if d > l.

Proof. We apply [HL90, Theorem 2.5] with M = A = B = S, I = a and n = f(d) + 1. We check

all the conditions of [HL90, Theorem 2.5]. First, we need to show n > c. However, since f is

non-decreasing and d > l, it follows from (1) that n − 1 = f(d) > f(l) > c. The condition (3)

allows us to assume d > l′ + 1 (otherwise we take p = m to conclude).

Next, let s be an integer such that 1 6 s 6 c−1. In order to verify the two conditions (i) and

(ii) in [HL90, Theorem 2.5], by [HL90, Lemma 2.4], it is enough to show the following claim.

Claim. We claim that cd(Sp, ap) 6 n− s− 1 for all prime ideals p ⊃ a with dimS/p > s+ 1.

Since d > l′ + 1, we have that n − s − 1 = f(d) − s > f(l′ + 1) − s > f(l′ + 1) − c + 1, so

(2) proves the claim if ht p 6 l − 1. If ht p > l, then by (3) and induction on d, we know that

cd(Sp, ap) 6 f(ht p). However, since ht p 6 d− s− 1, it follows from (4) that

f(ht p) 6 f(d− s− 1) 6 f(d)− s = n− s− 1. 2

Theorem 3.8. Let S be an n-dimensional regular local ring containing a field and let a ⊂ S be

an ideal of height c.

(1) If S/a satisfies Serre’s condition (S2) and dimS/a > 1, then

cd(S, a) 6 n− 1−
⌊
n− 2

c

⌋
.

(2) Suppose that S is essentially of finite type over a field. If S/a satisfies Serre’s condition

(S3) and dimS/a > 2, then

cd(S, a) 6 n− 2−
⌊
n− 3

c

⌋
.

Proof. First note that a is of pure height c because S/a satisfies (S2). For the statement (1), we

use Theorem 3.7 with f(m) = m − 1 − b(m− 2)/cc, l = c + 1 and l′ = 2c + 1. For (2), we use

f(m) = m−2−b(m− 3)/cc, l = c+2 and l′ = 2c+2. To verify the condition (3) of Theorem 3.7,

we need to invoke Corollary 2.8 as follows. If ht p = l = c + 2, then it follows from (1) that

cd(Sp, ap) 6 c = f(ht p). If c + 3 6 ht p 6 l′ = 2c + 2, then f(ht p) = ht p − 3. However, since

depthSp/aSp > 3 in this case, it follows from Corollary 2.8 that cd(Sp, ap) 6 ht p− 3. 2

Remark 3.9. There have been many results in the literature which give similar bounds when the

strict henselization of R is a domain or has a small number of minimal primes. For example,

[Lyu07, Corollary 1.2] gives the same bound as that of Theorem 3.8(1) under the assumption that

the number of minimal primes is less than n/c. Of course, there are a lot of examples of ideals with

good depth and many minimal primes. A very elementary example is the complete intersection

I = (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) ⊂ k[[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn]], which has n2 minimal primes {(xi, yj)}.
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There are many examples where the bounds in Theorem 3.8 are sharp. For example, one can
use the Segre product of two polynomial rings of dimension 2 and d with d > 3, as explained in
Example 2.11. However, those examples have c relatively big compared to n. We suspect that in
general one can do a little better, for instance, as follows.

Question 3.10. Let S be an excellent regular local ring that contains a field. Let n = dimS, and
a ⊂ S be an ideal of height c. If S/a satisfies Serre’s condition (S2), then is it always true that

cd(S, a) 6 n−
⌊

n

c+ 1

⌋
−
⌊
n− 1

c+ 1

⌋
?

Under some extra assumptions, for example if S/a is normal, the answer is yes by [HL90,
Theorem 3.9]. If the answer to the above question is affirmative, then one can show that the
bound is sharp for most n and c. We give a class of examples in the case when c is odd using
square-free monomial ideals.

Example 3.11. Let c = 2l − 1, l > 1 and suppose n = ql. Let S = k[x1, . . . , xn], m = (x1, . . . ,
xn) and J1 be the monomial ideal (x1, . . . , xl, xl+1, . . . , x2l, . . . , x(q−1)l+1, . . . , xql). Let J2 be the

square-free part of J1m
l−1. Then J2 is an ideal with linear presentation and all the generators

are in degree 2l − 1 = c. The regularity reg J2 of J2 is equal to

n− q + 1 = n−
⌊
n

2l

⌋
−
⌊
n− 1

2l

⌋
= n−

⌊
n

c+ 1

⌋
−
⌊
n− 1

c+ 1

⌋
.

On the other hand, if a is the Alexander dual of J2, then S/a satisfies (S2), ht a = c and

cd(S, a) = pdS/a = reg J2

(see for example [DHS13]).
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